We consider a network where an infection has taken place and a subset of infected nodes has been partially observed. Our goal is to reconstruct the underlying cascade that is likely to have generated these observations. We reduce this cascadereconstruction problem to computing the marginal probability that a node is infected given the partial observations, which is a #P-hard problem. To circumvent this issue, we resort to estimating infection probabilities by generating a sample of probable cascades, which span the nodes that have already been observed to be infected, and avoid the nodes that have been observed to be uninfected. The sampling problem corresponds to sampling directed Steiner trees with a given set of terminals, which is a problem of independent interest and has received limited attention in the literature. For the latter problem we propose two novel algorithms with provable guarantees on the sampling distribution of the returned Steiner trees.
I. INTRODUCTION
Diffusion processes have been used to model the spread of an item in a network, such as rumors, trends, or infections. The study of diffusion processes has a wide range of applications, from designing strategies for viral marketing to preventing and controlling outbreaks. In this paper we consider the problem of reconstructing a cascade, based on the partially observed outcome of a propagation process in a network.
Reconstructing a cascade, which may have resulted from the propagation of an infection or information, has many important applications, and thus, several variants of the problem have been studied in the literature [1, 2, 3, 4] . In this work, we consider the task of probabilistic cascade reconstruction. Given the partially observed infection state of the network, our aim is to reconstruct the infection cascade by inferring the hidden infection state of the nodes with no observation. We map our cascade reconstruction problem to the task of computing the marginal probability that a node is infected given partial observations. We show that computing these marginal probabilities is #P-hard and resort to approximation by sampling cascades from a target distribution. The sampled cascades are required to span the nodes that have been observed to be infected, and avoid the nodes that have been observed to be uninfected. We map this sampling problem to the problem of sampling directed Steiner trees with a given set of terminals. The latter problem is of independent interest, and to our knowledge it has received limited attention in the literature.
Our main technical contribution is two novel algorithms with provable guarantees on the distribution of the sampled Steiner trees. The first algorithm, TRIM, uses Wilson's algorithm [5] to sample spanning trees then "trims" the branches that are beyond the terminal nodes, with proper adjustment of the sampling probabilities so that the resulting Steiner tree is sampled from the desired target distribution. The second algorithm, loop-erased random walk (LERW), is an adaptation of Wilson's algorithm [5] adjusted to take into account the input set of terminal nodes and directly return a Steiner tree from the desired target distribution.
An illustration of our setting and approach is shown in Figure 1 . To simplify visualization, the example is shown on a 2-d grid, however, the idea is general for any network. Figure 1(a) shows the ground-truth cascade. Among the infected nodes some are observed (blue squares ) while most are unknown (yellow circles ). The uninfected nodes (small white circles ) are also unknown. Figure 1(b) shows four different cascades sampled from the grid. The sampled cascades are modeled as Steiner trees spanning a set of terminalsthe observed infected nodes. Using the sampled cascades we estimate the infection probabilities for all the nodes whose infection status is unknown -shown in Figure 1(c) .
Our main contribution are as follows:
• We define the probabilistic cascade-reconstruction problem (Section III), which makes weaker assumptions compared to methods such as NetFill [3] , thus offering more robustness. • To solve the cascade-reconstruction problem, we study the problem of sampling Steiner trees with a given set of terminals, and propose two algorithms with provable guarantees on the sampling distribution (Section IV). • We empirically demonstrate that our sampling-based cascade-reconstruction approach outperforms other baselines in terms of both node and edge recovery (Section V).
II. RELATED WORK Cascade reconstruction. Diffusion processes have been studied in the literature extensively under different viewpoints. Nevertheless, the problem of "reverse engineering" an epidemic so as to reconstruct the most likely cascade, and the most likely infected nodes, or propagation edges, has received relatively little attention. Lappas et al. [6] study the problem of identifying k seed nodes, or effectors, in a partially-activated network, which is assumed to be in steady-state under the independent-cascade model (IC). The problem has also been considered in different settings. For example, recent works by Rozenshtein et al. [1] and Xiao et al. [4] consider different cascade-reconstruction problems in a temporal setting, where interaction timestamps, or infection times, respectively, are assumed to be known.
A related line of research focuses on finding the source node (root) of a given cascade, or a number of cascades. Shah and Zaman [7] formalize the notion of rumor-centrality to identify the single source node of an epidemic under the susceptibleinfected model (SI), and provide an optimal algorithm for dregular trees. The more recent study of Farajtabar et al. [8] considers the problem of identifying a single source given multiple partially-observed cascades. In our case, we focus on detecting the unobserved infected nodes.
The work closest to ours is the work by Sundareisan et al. [3] . Similar to our problem formulation, they aim at recovering hidden infections under a non-temporal setting where the source nodes are unknown. However, they make two key assumptions. First, their method NetFill is tailored specifically for the SI model. Second, they assume that the fraction of observed infections is known. In contrast, our method does make such assumptions, making it more robust. On the other hand, their method also attempts to recover the infection sources while our method relies on external sourceinference methods. However, we empirically show that the integration of our method with simple distance-based sourceinference heuristics can still significantly outperform NetFill. Finally, while NetFill makes binary decisions, our method produces infection probability estimates: tackling this problem probabilistically suits more the stochastic nature of a variety of diffusion processes.
Sampling trees. Sampling combinatorial structures has long been an active research area. In particular, sampling random spanning trees [5, 9, 10, 11] is an extensively-studied problem. On the other hand, the problem of sampling Steiner trees has not received much attention in the literature. Related work on Steiner trees has mainly considered the optimization aspect, such as minimum Steiner tree problem and its variants [12] .
III. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Infection cascade model. We consider a reciprocal nonsymmetric directed contact graph G = (V, E, p). By reciprocal we mean that (u, v) ∈ E implies (v, u) ∈ E. We assume that under an infection-propagation model, a dynamic process takes place in the network, and for each edge (u, v) ∈ E, p uv denotes the probability that u transmits the infection to v. These infection probabilities are non-symmetric, meaning that in the general case p uv = p vu . The infection process starts at an initial source node s, i.e., patient-zero, which could potentially be unknown. We denote by T * the resulting cascade and the corresponding set of infected nodes by V [T * ]. We assume each node can be infected by only one other node and infected nodes do not recover. 1 Under these assumptions, the cascade T * forms a tree. Observation model. For each node u ∈ V we use the variable y u ∈ {0, 1} to denote its infection state such that y u = 1 if u ∈ V [T * ] and 0 otherwise. We assume that we can only partially observe the infection state of the network and define the set of observations O = {(u, y u )} as the set of nodes with known infection states. We use X and U to refer to the nodes that are reported to be infected and uninfected, respectively. Thus, abusing the notation slightly, for all u ∈ V \ O, the value of y u is unknown. We use Pr (y u = 1 | O) to denote the probability that a node u ∈ V \ O is infected when we are given the partial observation set O. Probabilistic cascade reconstruction. Given a partially observed infection propagation process, our aim is to reconstruct the infection cascade by inferring the hidden infection state of the unreported nodes. Thus, we consider the following problem. Complexity of Problem 1. We now show that, computing the probability Pr (y u = 1 | O) that a node u ∈ V \O is in infected state is a #P-hard problem. First, notice that an infection can propagate only via the infected nodes in a graph. Hence, we can simply handle the observations on uninfected nodes by removing such nodes and their adjacent edges from the graph as these nodes can neither become infected nor transmit infection. Thus, for a given u, to compute Pr
We provide our complexity analysis based on this. 
Proof. We prove this by a reduction from the counting problem of s-t connectedness in a directed graph [14] . Given a directed graph G = (V, E) and two nodes s, t ∈ V , s-t connectedness problem is to count the number of subgraphs of G in which there is a directed path from s to t. We reduce this problem to the problem of computing marginal infection probabilities as follows. Let O = ∅ and let T denote a random infection cascade with infection source s. For any random tree
for a given node t. It is easy to see that
where g is a possible world sampled from graph G by keeping each edge (u, v) ∈ E with probability p uv and path g (s, t) is an indicator variable that equals 1 if t is reachable via a path from s in g. Therefore, for computing Pr (y t = 1 | O = ∅), we solve the s-t connectedness counting problem. It is shown in [14] that s-t connectedness is #P-complete, and thus computing Pr
Given the #P-hardness of our problem, we resort to Monte-Carlo sampling for estimating Pr
To do so, we generate a sample of probable cascades that span X by sampling directed Steiner trees from the set of all directed Steiner trees on G with terminals X, with probability proportional to their likeliness to happen. Thus, the operational definition for the cascade-reconstruction problem we consider in this paper is the following.
Problem 2 (Random Infection Tree). Given a weighted directed contact network G = (V, E, p), a root node r ∈ V , and a set X ⊆ V of terminal nodes, sample a directed Steiner tree T X , rooted at r, with terminal nodes X, and with probability proportional to P r(T X ) ∝
IV. RANDOM STEINER-TREE SAMPLING
Given a symmetric directed network G = (V, E, p), a set of terminal nodes X ⊆ V , and a root node r ∈ V , our aim is to sample a random tree T X from the graph G containing the terminal nodes X. Our sampling approach is based on a random walk defined on G. Since G = (V, E, p) is not necessarily stochastic we need to define the Markov chainG = (V,Ẽ, w), over the graph G, for which we perform the random walk.
The random walk for the sampler is performed on the reverse direction of the edges of G. In other words the edge set of the Markov chainG is defined asẼ = E T , that is, the transpose of the edges of G. 2 Let N in (u) denote the set of in-neighbors of a node u in G, and let p(u) = v∈Nin (u) p vu denote the weighted in-degree of u. We also denote by N out (u) the set of out-neighbors of u in G. Furthermore, we denote byÑ in (u) andÑ out (u) the sets of in-neighbors and out-neighbors, respectively, in the Markov chainG. To ensure that the Markov chainG is stochastic
is equal to 1 for all the nodes u inG. Our tree sampling method performs a random walk onG according to edge weights w (u, v) . Let
denote the weight of a Steiner tree T X . Assume that we are able to sample a Steiner tree T X , from the Markov chainG, with probability proportional to the weight of the tree w(T X ). Notice that after normalization of the weights, we have
Thus, to solve Problem 2, we need to be able to sample a Steiner tree T X fromG with probability proportional to w(T X ): once this is achieved, we use sampling importance resampling [15] (SIR) to correct for the difference. SIR aims at sampling x from target distribution π(x) via two steps: 1) sampling from proposal distribution q(x) and 2) resampling the samples with probability proportional to π(x) q(x) . In our case, we resample each Steiner tree returned by the proposed algorithms with probability proportional to u∈V [TX ]\{r} p(u) so as to achieve the target distribution, and thus solving Problem 2. We address next the problem of sampling a Steiner tree with probability proportional to its weight. Problem 3 (Random Steiner Tree). Given a Markov chaiñ G = (V,Ẽ, w), a root node r ∈ V , and a set of terminal nodes X ⊆ V , sample a Steiner tree T X , rooted at r, with terminal nodes X, and with probability proportional to
The difference between Problems 2 and 3, is that Problem 3 assumes that the input graph is a Markov chain, i.e., the probabilities out of each node sum up to 1. A general input probabilistic graph, can be turned to Markov chain using the weighting scheme transformation outlined above.
Notice that since G is reciprocal (non-symmetric) directed, the graphG is strongly connected, hence, the chain is irreducible. However, it is not time-reversible due to the nonsymmetricity of the transition probabilities. In the next sections, we propose two sampling algorithms that can produce non-uniformly distributed Steiner trees from irreducible but not time-reversible Markov chains.
A. TRIM algorithm
Our first algorithm, TRIM, receives as input the edge weights of the Markov chainG, a root r ∈ V and a set of terminal nodes X ⊆ V . TRIM first samples a random spanning tree T with root r from the chainG and then trims T into a Steiner tree T X rooted at r, such that all the leafs of T X are terminal nodes.
Before we proceed to present the details of the algorithm TRIM, we first discuss how to sample a random spanning tree for a given root r. This is a classic problem studied extensively in the literature [5, 9, 10] . Note that in our case the chainG is not time-reversible. Hence, we cannot use Broder's algorithm [10] as it can only operate on time-reversible Markov chains defined on unweighted undirected graphs. Similarly, the algorithm by Mosbah and Saheb [9] is devised for reversible chains defined on weighted but undirected graphs hence is also not suitable for our setting.
Thus, to generate a random tree T from a weighted directed graphG, with probability distribution different than the uniform, we use Wilson's RandomTreeWithRoot algorithm [5] , which works on any irreducible chain that is not necessarily time-reversible. Now we give the details of the TRIM algorithm. The pseudocode is provided in Algorithm 1. The algorithm first samples a spanning tree T with root r. Then, the sampled spanning tree T is given as input to the TrimTree procedure, which removes all the subtrees that are below each terminal node x ∈ X, which then become leafs in the tree T . The trimmed tree T X is returned as the output of TRIM. It is clear that all terminal nodes X are contained in T X , and also that the set of leafs of T X is a subset of X.
Before we start analyzing the distribution of the sampled Steiner trees T X returned by TRIM, we first introduce some concepts used in our analysis.
We use S(G) to denote the set of all directed spanning trees ofG rooted at r. Given T X , we use S TX (G) ⊆ S(G) to denote the set of spanning trees ofG, with root r, in which T X is contained as a subgraph.
For any weighted directed chainG = (V,Ẽ, w), with V = {v 1 , · · · , v n }, we define its Laplacian matrix L(G) as follows:
GivenG and a Steiner tree T X , we denote the contracted
The contraction of T X onG merges all the nodes of T X into a supernode v c . Thus, the node set ofG c [T X ] is given by
For the rest of the edges, we use their original weights fromG and set their labels to
Let S(G c [T X ]) denote the spanning trees ofG c [T X ] with root v c . The following lemma depicts the relation between S(G c [T X ]) and S TX (G).
Lemma 2. Given a weighted directed graphG = (V,Ẽ, w), a Steiner tree T X ofG, and the contracted graphG c [T X ] of T X onG, define a structure-preserving mapping f :
where for a given tree T ∈ S TX (G), a tree f (T ) is obtained by contracting T X on T . The function f is surjective and any spanning tree
Proof.
To show that f is surjective, we need to show that:
is the image of at least one spanning tree in S TX (G). Regarding (i) it is clear that for each T ∈ S TX (G), f (T ) is a unique spanning tree with root v c inG c [T X ]. The existence and uniqueness hold by construction.
Regarding (ii) given a spanning tree T c ∈ S(G c [T X ]), we define an "expansion" process, which is the reverse process of contracting T X onG: we first replace the contracted node v c in T c with T X . For each (u, v c 
On the other hand, for each (u, v c ) ∈G c [T X ] such that c (u, v c ) > 1, we cannot simply insert the original edges inG that go from u to the nodes of T X since we would then have c (u, v c ) paths from node u to root r hence the expansion process would not create a valid tree.
Hence, for a given T c , the number of feasible assignments that create valid spanning trees are given by (u,v) ∈Tc c (u, v).
Finally, given the structure-preserving surjection and the way we assign the weights inG c [T X ], it follows that for any
.
) is the determinant of the Laplacian matrix ofG c [T X ] with row and column r removed.
Proof. First, notice that the algorithm RandomTreeWith-Root(r) of Wilson [5] , returns a random spanning tree T with probability proportional to w(T ). Then, using Lemma 2 we have:
where the last line follows from Tutte's Matrix Tree Theorem for weighted directed graphs [16] .
Theorem 1 implies that the TRIM algorithm returns a Steiner tree with probability proportional to its weight among all the Steiner trees that contain the same set of Steiner nodes: let T X and T X be two Steiner trees returned by the TRIM algorithm, such that V [T X ] = V [T X ]. Then, the contracted graph of T X onG and the contracted graph of T X onG will be identical, which means that the sum of the weights of the spanning trees ofG c [T X ] with root v c , i.e., the term Tc∈S(Gc[TX ]) w(T c ), will be the same for both T X and T X . On the other hand, our aim is to sample a Steiner tree with probability proportional to its weight among all the Steiner trees (that could contain different set of Steiner nodes). Thus, to remove the bias introduced by the term 
B. Loop-erased random walk algorithm
In this section, we propose a more efficient algorithm, based on loop-erased random walk (LERW), which is a more direct adaptation of the RandomTreeWithRoot algorithm [5] . The LERW algorithm can directly sample a Steiner tree T X from the chainG with probability proportional to its weight w(T X ).
The pseudocode for algorithm LERW is provided in Algorithm 2. LERW maintains a current tree T X , which initially consists of just the root r. As long as there are terminal nodes that are not in the tree, LERW performs a random walk inG starting from such v ∈ X \ V [T X ], erasing loops (i.e., cycles) as they are created, until the walk encounters a node that is in the current tree T X . This cycle-erased trajectory is then added to the current tree. The algorithm terminates once all the terminal nodes are added to the current tree T X . Theorem 2. The LERW algorithm returns a random Steiner tree T X rooted at r with probability proportional to w(T X ).
To prove this result, we will use an adaptation of the cyclepopping algorithm, devised by Wilson [5] , which was shown to be equivalent to loop-erased random walk when sampling a spanning tree.
GivenG and root r, following Wilson [5] , we associate to each non-root node u an infinite stack S u = [S u,1 , S u,2 , · · · ], whose elements are states of the chainG such that
for all u and i and such that all the items S u,i are jointly independent of one another. We refer to the left-most element S u as the element that is at the top of stack S u , and by popping the stack S u we mean removing the top element from S u . At any moment, the top elements of the stacks define a directed stack graph G r such that G r contains an edge (u, v) only if the top element of S u is v. If there is a directed cycle C in G r , we pop S u for every u ∈ C, which creates another stack graph with cycle C removed.
Wilson showed that when the cycle-popping process terminates, the stack graph G r is a directed spanning tree rooted at r [5] . Our aim instead is to obtain a Steiner tree: this translates to an early termination of the cycle-popping procedure as soon as the cycles do not contain any terminal node, thus, defining a Steiner tree on top of the stacks. The pseudocode of the cyclepopping procedure for sampling a Steiner tree is provided in Algorithm 3.
Lemma 3. CYCLEPOPPING terminates with probability 1 and the stack graph G r upon termination is a Steiner tree.
Proof. We first show that G r is a Steiner tree. Suppose some terminal node u is connected to another connected subgraph G r induced by the top entries of the stacks. Since G r does not touch the current tree, root r does not belong in G r . Thus, it must have |G r | edges, which implies that it contains a cycle, which is a contradiction since cycle popping terminates when no u ∈ X is involved in a cycle.
We now show that CYCLEPOPPING terminates with probability 1. Following Wilson [5] , when the cycle-popping procedure is performed until no node in V is involved in a cycle, i.e., without early termination, it returns a spanning tree with probability 1. This directly implies that it must also return a Steiner tree in a finite number of steps since every Steiner tree ofG is a subgraph of at least one spanning tree ofG.
Using similar arguments as by Propp and Wilson [11] , we now show that the cycle-popping procedure with early termination is equivalent to loop-erased random walk that operates on an arbitrary ordering of the terminal nodes. First, notice that, instead of generating infinitely long stacks and looking for cycles to pop, LERW uses the principle of deferred decisions and generates stack elements when necessary. LERW starts with an arbitrary terminal node u ∈ X, does a walk on the stacks so that the next node is given by the top of the current node's stack. If LERW encounters a loop, then it has found a cycle in the stack graph induced by the stacks that LERW generates. Erasing the loop is equivalent to popping this cycle. When the current tree (initially just the root r) is encountered, the cycle erased trajectory starting from node u is added to the tree. This process is then repeated for the other terminals that are not yet added to the current tree.
Given the equivalence between the methods LERW and CYCLEPOPPING, we now provide the proof of Theorem 2 by reasoning with the cycle-popping procedure.
Proof. (of Theorem 2) It follows from Lemma 3 that when CYCLEPOPPING terminates, the stack graph G r induced by the stack entries containing the root node r is a Steiner tree. Now, given a collection of cycles C, let C denote the event that C is the collection of cycles that CYCLEPOPPING pops before it terminates. Similarly, let T X denote the event that a fixed Steiner tree T X is produced by the algorithm. Finally, let C ∧ T X denote the event that the algorithm popped the cycles C and terminated with T X . Following Propp and Wilson [11] , the order of cycles being popped until termination and the tree returned upon termination are independent, hence, we have
where the last line follows from the fact that Pr (T X ) is the probability that the edges traversed on G r starting from each terminal to the root is equal to T X , which is given by the stack entries containing root r upon termination.
Comparison. Both TRIM and LERW rely on loop-erased random walk and run in time O(τ ), where τ is the mean hitting time [5] However, while TRIM, needs to visit all the nodes at least once, LERW is equipped with an early termination procedure, hence can terminate without having to visit all the nodes, making it more efficient than TRIM in practice. Thus, we use LERW in our experiments.
V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we conduct an extensive empirical evaluation of the proposed approach and several baselines.
A. Experimental setup
Datasets. We experiment on real-world graphs with both synthetic and real-world cascades. We use public benchmark graph datasets, in particular, infectious, 3 email-univ, 4 student, 5 grqc, 6 and Digg. 7 The characteristics of these graphs are shown in Table I . In addition, we perform a case study on a lattice graph.
For all the datasets, except Digg, we generate synthetic cascades using the following diffusion models: (i) SI model with the infection probability β set to 0.1; (ii) IC model, where the infection probability on each edge is independently drawn from the uniform distribution [0, 1]. For each graph that is originally undirected, we create directed copies of each undirected edge. For the Digg dataset, we experiment on real-world available cascades, which correspond to stories that propagate in the network. In most of the cases, the activated nodes do not form a connected component, hence, we extract the largest connected component as the cascade. We experiment using the top-10 largest cascades, with an average cascade size of 1868.
Reconstruction methods. We test and compare the following reconstruction methods. 8 • Tree-sampling: our sampling-based method that returns, for each hidden node, the marginal probability of being in infected state. We use LERW for the sampling of Steinertrees and set the size of the Steiner-tree sample to 1000. 9 For the case when the real infection source is unknown, we use different root selection strategies to be used as a proxy to the real infection source. Obviously, the accuracy of our sampling approach is affected by the choice of root node. We discuss the different root selection strategies employed in the next sub-section. • NetFill: a method designed specifically for the SI model by Sundareisan et al. [3] , which assumes a single propagation probability β common to all edges. This method additionally assumes that the fraction of observed infections are known. For completeness, we also test NetFill using IC cascades where we set β = 0.5, corresponding to the mean of the infection probabilities drawn from the uniform [0, 1] distribution. • PageRank: a baseline that ranks the nodes based on their Personalized PageRank scores [17] , with the personalization vector initialized to 1/|O| for the observed nodes and 0 for the unobserved nodes. • Min-Steiner-tree: a baseline that constructs the minimumweight Steiner tree where the weight of each edge (u, v) is defined as − log p uv . Note that, this baseline is inspired by the approach in [6] for constructing a Steiner tree with the minimum negative log-likelihood. Notice that, this baseline can also be considered as the time-agnostic version of 8 Our implementation is available at github/xiaohan2012 9 We observed that increasing the sample size beyond 1000 gives little marginal gain in accuracy. the minimum Steiner tree based reconstruction approach proposed in [4] .
Root selection. we experiment with the following rootselection methods:
• Min-dist selects the "centroid" node with minimum weighted shortest path distance to the terminals, where the weight on each edge (u, v) is defined as − log p uv . • PageRank chooses the node with the highest Personalized PageRank score as the root, where the personalization vector is initialized to 1/|O| for observed nodes and to 0 for unobserved nodes. • True-root is an oracle that simply returns the true infection source s. We consider this case to eliminate the effect of root selection on the final performance
We observe that, while PageRank is more scalable than Mindist, Min-dist gives slightly better performance in practice.
Evaluation measure. We evaluate the performance of the algorithms not only for recovering the nodes, but also recovering the edges: ideally a good method should discover many hidden infected nodes, along with the edges that the infection propagated.
We use average precision (AP ) to evaluate the quality of different reconstruction methods. The AP measure summarizes a precision-recall curve as the weighted mean of precision achieved at each threshold, with the increase in recall from the previous threshold used as the weight. In particular,
where P n and R n is the precision and recall at the n-th threshold, respectively. The AP measure is widely used for evaluating the accuracy of information retrieval (IR) tasks, where giving higher ranking to a small set of relevant documents against non-relevant ones is the primary goal. Notice that our task is very similar to an IR task, since in realworld scenarios, cascades tend to be small with respect to graph size, thus, a good reconstruction method should give high ranking to the actual hidden infected nodes (and the edges). By convention, we exclude all observed nodes from evaluation. For each experiment setting, we report the results of experiments averaged over 100 runs.
B. Case study on a lattice graph
We perform a case study on simulated SI cascades on a 32×32 lattice graph, where 20% of the nodes are infected, among which 50% are observed. Figure 2 illustrates the behavior of different reconstruction algorithms by a color-coding of the predictions they produce. In contrast to Tree-sampling that provides, for each hidden node, the probability to be infected, NetFill and Min-Steiner-tree can only produce binary predictions, which is reflected by their binary colored output. Notice that Tree-sampling correctly assigns high probability to the actual hidden infections, which is shown by the assignment of dark red color to the actual infection region. We also observe that NetFill finds considerable amount of true positives , but also returns quite a few false positives and false negatives . Finally, Min-Steiner-tree, by design, produces small trees, thus, producing more false negatives than the other two methods.
C. Node-level performance on synthetic cascades
Next, we evaluate node-level AP scores in different settings. We experiment with various values of the following three parameters: • cascade generation model: either IC or SI; • observation fraction: the fraction of the number of observed infections by the number of true infected nodes; • cascade fraction: the fraction of the number of true infected nodes by the total number of nodes in the graph.
Effect of observation fraction. We fix cascade fraction to 0.1 and vary the observation fraction from 0.1 to 0.9 at step size 0.1. Figure 3 shows node-level AP scores under different graphs and cascade models. We see that Tree-sampling (with both Min-dist and True-root) and PageRank outperform Net-Fill 10 and Min-Steiner-tree by a large margin. This result is consistent on all graphs we experiment and cascade models. Notice that, though PageRank is a simple heuristic, it is among the top-performing methods, even outperforming Treesampling with True-root on grqc by as much as 0.1. We also see that, the effect of root selection plays an important role for most graphs. For example, on all graphs except grqc, with True-root, Tree-sampling is the best, while with Min-dist, Treesampling falls behind PageRank. Finally, as the observation fraction increases, all methods' performance tends to drop. This is expected as more infections are observed, there are fewer hidden infections, which makes the task harder. Effect of cascade fraction. We fix observation fraction to 0.5 and vary the cascade fraction from 0.1 to 0.5 at step size 0.1. Figure 4 shows node AP scores under different graphs and cascade models. Again, NetFill and Min-Steinertree are out-performed by other methods. For Tree-sampling and PageRank, AP scores are very close except on grqc, where PageRank outperforms the others. Also, as cascade fraction increases, all methods tend to give better AP scores. Discussion on grqc graph. On the grqc graph, PageRank performs better than Tree-sampling with True-root while this is not the case in other graphs. We now provide some remarks to explain this difference in performance for the grqc graph. First of all, we observe that grqc has a very high assortativity coefficient [18] (AC) compared to the other graphs (as shown in Table I ). In graphs with large assortativity coefficient, high degree nodes tend to connect to each other, which implies that, the infected nodes in simulated cascades tend to form densely connected subgraphs. Notice that the random walker of PageRank tends to give higher scores to the cascade subgraph if it's densely connected, which gives prediction advantage to PageRank. In contrast, if the graph has low AC, the cascade subgraph tends to be sparsely connected, making PageRank less effective.
D. Edge-level performance on synthetic cascades
Next, we evaluate edge-level AP scores under the same setting as the node-level evaluation. Similarly, we consider two variants of Tree-sampling with True-root or Min-dist, while here we focus on the IC model -SI model yields similar results. Note that in this case, NetFill and PageRank are not applicable by design because neither produces prediction on the edges. Shown in Figure 5 , Tree-sampling, regardless of root selection strategy, outperforms Min-Steiner-tree. Also, we observe that the performance increases both with the observation fraction and the cascade fraction. Meanwhile, the effect of root selection does not play an important role as we observe that the performance with Tree-sampling with Min-dist or Trueroot are very close. Figure 6 shows the experiment results on Digg dataset. 11 We vary the observation fraction from 0.1 to 0.8 to recover only the hidden nodes since the dataset does not provide the edge-level propagation information. We observe that in Digg dataset, the AP scores of all the methods are much lower than what is obtained for synthetic cascades. We also make the following observation: first, the AP scores of all methods are much lower than synthetic cascades in above sections. The reason can be two-fold: (1) the underlying infection propagation probabilities on the edges are unknown; (2) the size of the cascade is very small (on average only 0.7% of the whole graph is infected), making the prediction task much harder. We also observe that, Tree-sampling (both with PageRank and True-root) perform the best in such difficult setting, followed by PageRank, and Min-Steiner-tree which performs the worst. Notice that Digg has assortativity coefficient close to zero and the fact Tree-sampling outperforms PageRank supports our remarks provided in Section V-C.
E. Real cascades

VI. CONCLUSION
We study the problem of cascade-reconstruction in the probabilistic setting. To estimate node infection probability, we reduce our problem to sampling Steiner trees. We propose two novel algorithms with provable guarantees on the distribution of the sampled Steiner trees. The proposed reconstruction algorithm makes fewer assumptions (e.g., cascade model and observation fraction) compared to previous work. This makes our approach more robust in practice. Experimental results show that the proposed approach outperforms the other baselines on most cases.
Our work opens interesting directions for future research. First, it is important to re-visit Problem 2 and design sampling algorithms that sample directly from (u,v)∈T p uv . Second, cascade with observation
Tree-sampling
NetFill Min-Steiner-tree infectious email-univ student grqc it is interesting to consider the problem of reconstructing cascades in the presence of temporal information, where we need to sample Steiner trees with node-order constraints.
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